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Editors’ Note

Foundation program officers are called upon to play a striking number of conflicting roles. The art of “doing the deal” is as fundamental to their work as understanding the core scholarship or science behind the initiatives they support. Program staff must be superb communicators with persuasive abilities, yet they must have the humility to step aside and support the good work of others. They must be extremely entrepreneurial to identify new ideas and innovations, yet be organizationally minded enough to comply with the often burdensome bureaucracy of foundations. These tensions are rarely identified, let alone managed or directed productively. In *Foundation Strategies for Attracting and Managing Talent*, Nadya Shmavonian begins to unpack the dilemmas in the program officer role and considers the importance of developing strategy to manage human capital as foundations push for greater impact.

Patricia Patrizi
Kay Sherwood
Abby Spector
Program professionals are the “engines of implementation” in staffed foundations. While philanthropic organizations accomplish their missions indirectly, by working through the nonprofit sector, their senior program staff—typically called “program officers”—are expected to provide the vision, the substantive knowledge of the fields of interest, the access to nonprofit networks, and the interpersonal and administrative skills to translate foundation missions into programs that make the intended difference. Selecting and managing the people who have the multiple skills and balance of personal qualities required for this work are the special human resource challenges of foundations.

Based on a study of the human resources practices of 13 large, national, private, professionally staffed U.S. foundations, these lessons emerged:

- Foundation program professional jobs are attractive and the supply of candidates is more than adequate. The difficulties involved in staffing stem from: inadequate understanding of what the program professional jobs entail; an essential combination of personal qualities and professional skills for the work that are typically not found in a single individual; and an emphasis on substantive knowledge and experience in the fields of grantmaking interest to foundations, rather than on the skills and experience needed for the process-oriented work of institution-building and field-building, and the administrative demands of a regular schedule of grants.

- Foundation human resources practices are not highly developed for planning the transition of individual program professionals to other careers, or to matching changes in grantmaking priorities to changes in staffing. In part, this is attributed to a culture in which direct confrontation and conflict are minimized and, in part, to conditions in which, because there are many highly talented people, it is difficult to make distinctions among them.

- The development of internal leaders out of people who are externally focused—because they are hired for their network contacts and substantive knowledge of fields they will likely
Foundation human resources leaders are often underutilized, although they are potential strategic partners in attracting and managing talent.

return to—requires extraordinary internal leadership and persistence.

- Human Resources (HR) leaders are often underutilized by foundation CEO’s, although they are potential strategic partners in attracting and managing the talent that foundations need in order to achieve their missions. In particular, HR leaders are often more highly attuned to and honest about the administrative and behavioral aspects of program professionals’ work, and they are eager to get involved in the strategic planning needs of foundations, in particular, matching the activities required for attracting and managing talent to the broader goals of their foundations over time.
Introduction

Although philanthropy is part of the nonprofit sector, it faces special challenges in aligning its human resource practices with its mission and strategies. As organizations that do not directly lead change, but facilitate it through the work of others, large professionally staffed foundations must attract program professionals with a rare blend of talents. Effective program officers must be able to balance the creative tensions inherent in their role: advocacy and objectivity, analysis and leadership, academic specialty and a results orientation, individual expertise and teamwork, program vision and attention to detail. Finding individuals with this combination of qualities is one of the major challenges for philanthropy.

Retaining employees in philanthropy, however, is not the vexing problem that it can be for other nonprofits because philanthropic work is stimulating, jobs are stable, and compensation is attractive. Instead, foundation executives and human resource leaders agree that their most demanding human resource issues are encouraging staff turnover at the right time, keeping program officers fresh at what they do, nurturing creativity while keeping staff within organizational bounds, attracting and developing the appropriate balance of interpersonal and substantive skills, and creating reward systems acceptable within the egalitarian atmosphere of many foundations.

Despite the nuanced management challenges inherent in these organizations, human resources practices do not always claim the concomitant respect and attention in foundations. This may be due, in part, to a lack of familiarity with the true nature of a program officer’s job among foundation executives: Presidents are typically recruited from outside the philanthropic sector and may bring little to no direct foundation experience to their posts. Alternatively, given the lack of accountability and feedback from external sources, it may be difficult for those in leadership positions to appreciate the existence—or consequences—of poor management practices within their organizations.

At a time when the field of organized philanthropy is increasingly becoming professionalized, this paper explores some of the internal management practices that private foundations are employing to advance their grantmaking strategies, focusing on foundation management practices surrounding program professionals. (The importance of the non-program staff to foundations cannot be underestimated, however). A survey of current practices forms the basis of the study. It involved interviews with
presidents and human resources executives from 13 foundations based in
the United States. Most of these are large, national, private, professionally
staffed nonoperating foundations. (See Appendix A for list of foundations
interviewed.) Given that the vast majority of U.S. foundations do not have
paid staff, this group is clearly not representative of most philanthropies.
Nonetheless, the practices and concerns of the group do reflect the array of
human resources practices in this class of larger, professionally staffed pri-

tate foundations.

Attracting and Managing Foundation Talent:
Study Design

To better understand foundation management practices, 13 foundations
were contacted to participate in the study. (See Appendix A). The founda-
tions varied by staff and asset size, geographic location and focus, nature of
work, and history. The presidents and human resource (HR) leaders of
each foundation were interviewed separately. A total of 24 individuals (ten
foundation presidents, one vice president, and 13 HR leaders) participated.
Foundation executives and human resources leaders who participated in
the study had relatively similar perspectives about the management prac-
tices within their respective institutions. To the extent there were differ-
ences, they were of subtle nuance or elements of detail. Quotations from
foundation executives and HR leaders appear throughout this paper.

The interviews focused primarily on the challenges associated with
attracting, retaining, and developing program professionals. Foundation
executives and HR leaders were asked similar questions, but the protocol
for the HR leaders was more detailed. In addition, the interviews for each
group were not entirely consistent; given time pressures, the nature of the
foundation, or the direction of the responses, some questions were modi-
fied or omitted from certain interviews. An advance survey instrument was
sent to each HR leader to complete, which provided further information
and documentation on foundation practices.

As background and as a base for comparison, a literature review was con-
ducted to examine broad trends in corporate human resources practices.
An advisory panel of foundation and human resources professionals (see
Appendix B) provided a critical review of the early findings of the study,
and contributed to the development of the final paper.
What is the Work of Foundation Program Professionals?

Program professionals typically have job responsibilities that span a broad spectrum of activities, ranging from the review and administrative processing of unsolicited proposals to proactive strategy formulation to bring about change in a field. What appears to outsiders as the simple (and enviable) task of making decisions about which organizations should receive grants is, in fact, a far more complicated process.

A critical facet of the program professional’s work is the analysis of a nonprofit’s capacity to conduct and manage proposed work through examination of the organization’s track record, its leadership, and its fiscal and management capacity. Review of the field to understand the strategic landscape or ecology within which a nonprofit works is also important. Looking at the internal logic of a given project proposal is another layer for review: Does the theory of change laid out by the grantee make sense? Are the external conditions ripe for this intervention at this time? In addition, a great deal of time and emotional energy goes into fielding inquiries from prospective grantees, and ultimately declining (as politely and constructively as possible) the majority of such opportunities.

Once a grant is approved, however, structuring and managing the grant and relations with the project staff constitute another major element of the work of the foundation program professional. Staying abreast of developments within the grantee organization, such as changes to leadership, fiscal considerations, and external factors, is essential. Working with grantees to modify their grant strategy and approach is a significant part of the “art” of grantmaking.

Staying abreast of the field more broadly is an ever-demanding element of the program professional’s job. Most program officers are expected to represent their foundation at meetings and conferences, both as speakers and as participants, and to stay current in reading and, in some instances, in publishing. Depending upon the foundation’s stance toward the press, program professionals may also be expected to manage inquiries from the media. And, most program professionals will have some direct management responsibility for staff as well as for consultants.

All of this activity takes place in an environment that still requires, in far more foundations than not, an inordinate amount of attention to a regular (typically quarterly) board cycle of grant documentation and approval, as
The work of foundation program professionals is most fundamentally characterized by a dynamic tension between direct action and facilitation.

well as board education. The buildup to board meetings in most foundations is to many program professionals the most enervating and demanding aspect of their job responsibilities, and involves a whole hierarchy of approval processes through successive layers of internal foundation management. Both the paperwork and the politics required to gain approval for one’s desired programs and grants are exceedingly consuming aspects of the program professional’s life within a foundation. These internal processes may crowd out the external responsibilities that officers hold, and frustrate them in their efforts to remain current in their fields.

While the work of foundation program professionals varies considerably among foundations, it is most fundamentally characterized by a dynamic tension between direct action and facilitation. A foundation program professional post may entice candidates interested in affecting a broad swath of organizations, or even an entire field, yet the actual role is necessarily indirect and involves facilitating the direct work of others, especially grantees. This reality is not always addressed explicitly in hiring and recruiting, but presents management challenges over time as foundation staff wrestle with the boundaries of their appropriate action and responsibilities. Effective program professionals navigate a series of nuanced tensions to find a successful balance between their own direct responsibilities and those of grantees.

Based on the interview findings, the program professional role has inherent creative tensions and challenges that fall along the following continua:

- Passion/advocacy — Objectivity
- Analytic skills — Leadership and interpersonal skills
- Academic specialty — Results orientation
- Strategic focus — Ability to listen to others
- Individual expertise — Teamwork and facilitation skills
- Strength of external networks — Internal leadership and management
- Program vision — Attention to detail

In essence, the effective program officer is an individual who can encompass the competing qualities at both ends of these continua. These tensions are manifested throughout the career of the program officer at a foundation, and they present unique human resources issues for these institutions.

In many regards, this study raises more questions than it answers. For example, program officers—who were not interviewed for the study—are often frustrated by the intensity of their workload, particularly pressures to meet board deadlines and requirements as well as constant travel demands. Although foundation executives described the importance of keeping program officer networks fresh, it would be interesting to examine the pressures on officers that may compete with that goal. When
pressed for time, the natural tendency is to turn to known contacts because expanding one’s network is time-consuming and potentially unreliable.

To describe the human resource issues in philanthropy more fully, it would also be important to conduct a broader examination of the true length of program officer tenure among staffed foundations, and to correlate the relationship between changed program directions and staffing. Are changes in strategy matched with an explicit decision to realign program officer skill sets through staff transitions? Or, are changes to program direction sometimes veiled efforts to move out unproductive staff? It would also be worth examining the career paths of program officers to understand how many move to other foundations and how many leave to work on foundation-sponsored programs. Most important, it would be worth examining the effects of these transitions upon the nonprofit sector: To what extent is a foundation’s portfolio of grants tied to an individual officer? When an officer leaves a foundation, what percent of his/her portfolio of grantees remains after departure, and what does this mean for the nonprofit community served by that foundation?
Attracting Program Professionals

A key finding about attracting new staff is:

- Understanding and identifying the proper mix of program and leadership skills needed in professional program staff is a greater challenge to foundations than recruiting interested job candidates.

The pursuit of talent is a familiar objective for grantmaking institutions. Much of what foundations support through their grants is professional talent, whether it is by providing funding to established leaders in a field for scholarly research, or underwriting leadership development and fellowship programs for promising and emerging talent, or identifying organizations with the requisite talent to fulfill project work. In their internal hiring practices, foundations do not appear to be losing the battle in the “war for talent” that is so frequently noted as a key priority among industry leaders and observers. Indeed, most foundations report that attracting and retaining professional program staff is not a problem. If anything, foundation leaders express some discomfort about the lack of natural turnover among incumbents in these positions.

The strong compensation and benefits packages offered by foundations constitute one of the many factors that help to explain why they have not felt the labor market pinch. In the survey conducted for this study, all of the foundations that identified their compensation philosophies strive in their total compensation to be in at least the top 50th—if not the 75th—percentile of their benchmark comparative groups. Total compensation, coupled with the perceived opportunities and stability offered by foundation program positions, make attracting and retaining staff a relatively secure proposition.

Finding the right professional staff, however, is a different challenge and is linked to a foundation’s ability to identify its core work and strategies, as well as to grapple with the multiple—and sometimes competing—skills required for this work. Staff orientation and development programs typically are weak, so it is especially important for foundations to identify the right talent up front.
Core Competencies

*I spend as much time looking at who the person is as I do at what they’ve done.*

*(Foundation executive)*

Key findings about core competencies are:

- Clear linkages exist between foundation strategies and hiring practices.
- The most highly valued skills for program professionals include:
  - subject area expertise/analytical skills
  - people management/relationship management skills
  - communication skills, particularly writing
  - attention to detail.
- Myriad creative tensions emerge in hiring program professionals when trying to balance professional/analytic qualifications with the requisite human/leadership qualities.
- Teamwork is increasingly valued as a core competency.
- Financial management skills are not a priority when foundations hire program professionals.

A strong link between hiring practices and foundation strategy or grantmaking philosophy exists in the foundations studied. The program officer descriptions offered by respective foundation leaders reflect their particular grantmaking emphases. For example, several foundations with a grantmaking focus on community-based programming direct their recruitment largely toward identifying individuals who have significant experience running community-based organizations (CBOs) or in local policy circles. Similarly, two foundations with a strong focus on community-based programming proactively seek a staff that is representative of the ethnic and racial diversity found in their target communities. A third foundation with a global program emphasizes the importance of hiring an internationally—as well as generationally—diverse staff.

Increased emphasis on work in teams is an emerging trend that may affect foundation hiring practices. Most foundations in the survey for this paper list “teamwork” as a core competency for program professionals. While program staff is predominately characterized by “content specialists,” a number of foundations cited the importance of finding people who can work well in teams. The foundation executives and human resource leaders noted that this competency is sometimes at odds with the orientation and habits of subject specialists. One of the goals is: *Getting people to move beyond their individual niche to seek out linkages and/or intersections*
for more holistic solutions (foundation executive). In response, some foundations have created specific interdisciplinary programs or grantmaking vehicles, and place greater emphasis on identifying program “generalists” to help staff those efforts.

In spite of an interest in teamwork, subject area expertise is the core required competency cited most frequently by foundation executives and human resources (HR) leaders. This is coupled with sound analytical skills. As one HR leader notes, “People need to be deeply contemporized within their substantive area of expertise,” suggesting that staff should be at the leading edge of their specialty. Analytical skills enable staff to distill, integrate, and synthesize large amounts of data and information into program actions. Foundation executives and HR leaders also note the importance of program professionals being “engaged” grantmakers, staying with projects for the duration, and not sitting on the sidelines once a grant has been made.

“People management” or “relationship management” skills also are key. As one foundation executive frames the challenge: “Balancing the subject matter expertise with interpersonal skills is critical. Much of these jobs is more art than science, and this can be a real problem.” Relationship skills are vital both inside the foundation for teamwork, as well as outside in order to manage networks and other connections essential to program development, execution, and the broader change foundations hope to stimulate. The hardest attribute to match successfully is the behavioral “stuff,” in particular the willingness to collaborate (foundation executive). Respect and humility, as well as strong facilitation skills, are essential in managing these complex relationships.

Balancing subject area specialty with interpersonal skills is perhaps the most difficult aspect of hiring for program staff. The hardest two things to find are the combination of analytical skills and very strong interpersonal skills (foundation executive). Another executive noted, “We may find a person who has the requisite people skills, but who may not have the intellectual horsepower analytically to get the job done.” Political skills also are important. From a foundation executive: “We want people who can shoot with either hand—people who have the requisite technical skills and background experience in the field, but who are also politically savvy and seasoned enough to operate with multiple audiences.”

Another balancing act involves finding program area specialists who are strategic and bring an action orientation to the work. We experience two challenges: the program officer who may have subject area expertise, but who is unable to turn that expertise into strategic program design, or the great strategist who is unable to execute and manage through the myriad of complex relationships necessary to achieve program success (foundation executive). For organizations that have long turned to the academy for much of their talent, the increased foundation drive for strategy and results may be at odds with the more traditional researcher’s skills. Successful candidates need to be able to think strategically and act decisively without getting bogged down or
confused by too much data (foundation executive). A number of the people interviewed for this study noted that academic credentials are not necessarily a predictor of grantmaking ability.

When program officers are too directive, however, they can sometimes fail to listen and be open to new ideas, as the following quotes from foundation executives point out. “One has to be an intentional strategic worker, yet also a good listener and synthesizer—both aggressive and reflective.” Similarly, “Program staff need to be able to form clear opinions of their own, but also be open to those of others—confident, but open.” And closely associated with this, passion—and sometimes advocacy—for the work is an important motivational source, and valued among foundation executives; yet this, too, must be balanced with an appropriate objectivity: A fine line between passion and dispassion is sought. We want involved people, but they also need to know when to stand back and let grantees do the work (foundation executive).

Communication skills, and in particular writing skills, are highly prized by foundations. In a field where outcomes can be difficult to measure, foundations place a premium on presentations to staff and board, or written products. Writing skills are virtually a make-or-break attribute among program professionals; it is the true currency of exchange in these positions. As one HR leader noted, “Writing is always a problem—it never seems to cut it fully, as each manager has high (if not impossible) standards in this regard.”

Attention to detail and administrative responsibility turn out to be larger parts of the program professional’s job in philanthropy than is usually apparent to prospective candidates—and perhaps to the foundation executives. Foundation executives recruited from outside the philanthropic community (as opposed to those who have risen through the ranks internally) sometimes do not initially appreciate the level of detail and administration associated with the program professional’s role. Human resource leaders clearly feel it is an important part of their role to help simulate for prospective candidates what is really expected of them. They generally recognize that for all of the lofty strategic program goals, there is a great deal of paper and administration that must support the work: A program person needs to be compelled by a vision, yet at the same time able to manage the day-to-day detail work involved in these jobs (HR leader).

Remarkably, one competency not cited by foundation executives and HR leaders in interviews for this paper is financial management skills. This may speak to the separation of the financial function from the program role in many foundations, but it is surprising nonetheless. Only one foundation listed financial management (“fiscal responsibility”) in its performance management criteria. Two other foundation executives mentioned responsibility for managing grant budgets when describing the program professional position, but did not address skills in assessing grantee financial performance or stability anywhere else (e.g., in performance management criteria or position descriptions).
This is one of the most striking paradoxes within foundations. Although at its most rudimentary level the core transactional business of foundations involves the transfer and investment of substantial sums of money in nonprofit organizations, fiscal knowledge and management are seldom articulated as desired program officer competencies and responsibilities. This is not to suggest that the function is not being fulfilled; foundations typically have separate financial staff to review the financial elements of prospective and current grants. However, the link between financial and programmatic concerns is not made consistently.

Approaches to Recruitment

Key findings about recruitment include:

- Recruitment pools vary by foundations’ grantmaking interests.
- Some foundations are developing sophisticated in-house search capabilities to avoid relying upon external firms.
- Foundation compensation and benefits packages are highly competitive.
- There is general movement toward “broad-banding” compensation for program professionals, meaning that there are wider salary ranges for each position.
- Highly inclusive (and lengthy) interview processes are the norm among foundations.

Foundations recruit program professionals from diverse sources that are closely related to their grantmaking interests, such as community change, the arts, or medical research. Interestingly, few turn deliberately toward individuals with prior grantmaking experience when recruiting for a program professional position. In fact, some foundation executives mention, partly in jest, that prior foundation experience would be a strike against a prospective candidate. The implication is that over time foundation staff can lose touch with the cutting edge thinking and work of a field.

For some foundations, policy experience is deemed critical in order to effect change in the arenas in which they work. (One foundation executive noted that 75–80 percent of their program professionals had prior policy experience). Foundations with community programming as a priority tend to recruit program professionals who have worked in or led community-based organizations (CBOs). Other foundations rely more heavily upon the academy to find talent, and two foundations participating in this study have had success among journalism’s ranks. (Here, the ability to sift
through multiple sources of information and distill a course of action was noted as a ready crossover to philanthropy).

One foundation with an entrepreneurial leadership program has identified talent from entrepreneurial business circles, and yet another foundation has found legal minds to be compatible with its more strategic approach to philanthropy. A global foundation deliberately recruits staff from the countries in which it works. A few foundation executives discussed the tension inherent in bringing in “advocates” from the field. While an advocate’s passion and focus on results is compelling, that same determination can sometimes impede openness to other approaches or ideas.

All foundations surveyed for this study use external search firms, although to varying degrees. One newer foundation relies almost entirely upon external search firms, while another well-established philanthropy turns to outside firms for less than ten percent of its senior hires. Almost all report mixed experience with professional search firms. The greatest reported predictors for success are: The search firm’s ability to grasp the core business of the foundation and its familiarity with networks among the nonprofit sector. The most frequent complaint of those interviewed is the length of time required to conduct many searches.

Frustration with the expense and timing of external search firms has led a few of the larger foundations to aggressively develop in-house search capacities and to organize their networks toward this end. One foundation has recently established a “talent tank,” a committee of staff focused on how to best mine the contacts and networks of its own people in the broadest sense, including pooling learning on managing relationships and talent, as well as developing a central contact database for searches. Another large foundation has established its own internal search firm and conducts approximately 90 percent of its searches in-house, relying upon networks aggressively culled from within the foundation and its grantees. A database of potential talent and key contacts is maintained internally and accessed by the human resources department to conduct searches. A third foundation rarely turns to external search firms, but opens up all searches to new networks through extensive and very public advertising. Although time-consuming for staff, this approach ensures that no search is constrained by potentially stagnant foundation networks.

Foundation compensation is set at a highly competitive level, typically at the 75th percentile or better of comparative benchmarks when benefits are included. To establish compensation packages, foundations rely upon a range of published surveys (including the Council on Foundations’ annual Salary and Benefits Report), and most commission customized surveys periodically for some, if not all, of their positions. Some foundations do this collectively. For example, a consortium of eight California grantmakers has conducted a salary survey among its members, and another long-standing network of large foundation HR professionals reports that its foundation representatives participate in and share
compensation survey information with each other (while being careful not to violate antitrust regulations).

Some foundations have begun to establish broader salary ranges for their program staff within grade structures. Grade structures essentially provide high and low ranges for position salaries within an organization, and “broad-banding” is a practice that allows for a larger range between a grade’s low and high salary limits. As one HR leader noted in an analogy to flight, broad-banding can provide a talented officer with a longer “runway” (e.g., before take-off). Another foundation conducts a custom survey for each senior program professional job that is posted; as a result, a program director for health might have a different salary grade than that for environment, based entirely upon market data.

The interview and selection process has become increasingly inclusive at most foundations, involving large numbers of people from within and across working teams. As one HR leader noted, “It’s a cast of thousands participating every time we interview someone.” Human resources leaders typically report that they are active participants in these processes and in decisionmaking, but they also note that scheduling the long lineup of interviews can be tedious and cumbersome. Regardless, this seems to be the trend, again aligned in part with the growing emphasis on “teamwork” and team processes within foundations. It is possible that in some instances the extensive interviewing may be used as a means to better clarify and assess the needed competencies—work that could perhaps be more expeditiously done up front.

Although attracting qualified talent to foundation program positions is not a concern, assessing the requisite skills of prospective candidates is a challenge. One foundation has developed a rigorous and systematic behavioral interviewing and testing approach that attempts to sift through the ample substantive qualifications of most prospective staff to identify their potential behavioral fit within the foundation. The use of psychometric testing (evaluated by a psychologist) is complemented by a rigorous and prescribed set of interview questions designed to probe certain competencies. Another foundation occasionally uses a “visiting professional” approach to audition prospective program professionals over a period of time before considering them for permanent employment.
Management and Development

There are a lot of “moving parts” to this foundation—how can we make it all work together?

(Foundation executive)

Key findings about management and development are the following:

- People management skills are critical to the success of foundations and their programs, yet encouraging internal management and leadership can be difficult because many officers are outwardly directed and focused.

- The lack of promotional opportunities because of ‘flat’ organizational structures within many foundations creates the need for increased developmental opportunities to keep officers fresh.

- The lack of promotional opportunities also suggests the need for more thoughtful and deliberate transition planning for staff—i.e., for staff to move out of the organization.

- Establishing boundaries of program officer autonomy is important, as individual interests may diverge from foundation priorities.

The structure and organization of philanthropic work presents unusual management challenges. Perhaps chief among these is the need to keep professional staff motivated and fresh in what they do in the face of typically flat organizational structures—with few layers of management hierarchy and, thus, few promotional opportunities. The flat structure combined with a highly talented program staff creates the challenge of trying to give them enough room to spread their wings and fly—to gain ownership of their work (foundation executive).

Additional internal management issues arise because program staff are drawn externally for their rewards. Their recognition and sense of achievement before joining a foundation is derived from their specialty field and these networks continue to be a major source of identity during their foundation tenure. Most program staff anticipate returning to jobs outside the foundation eventually, and stoking that fire is an important
concern. This situation produces the management imperative to work at keeping program staff engaged and fresh externally while simultaneously inculcating in them that they are important internal leaders and organizational citizens, and as such have leadership responsibilities to the foundation. One foundation executive described the ideal orientation of program professionals as: “Finding the balance between being involved outside the foundation yet bringing learning back to the foundation—understanding that the inside matters too.”

There is also a tension between individual staff interests and motivation, and overarching foundation goals. Many foundations provide program staff with a great deal of autonomy, but ultimately have to harness the individual parts into one cohesive whole. Several foundation executives suggested that the truly talented program officers present special challenges. The better program professionals are unmanageable. The challenge is to keep a light touch and keep them just this side of in-bounds (foundation executive). This observation speaks to the inherent difficulty in managing any creative enterprise. To the extent that a foundation values the creativity of its officers, this may be in tension with some of the more mundane administrative requirements for maintaining a cohesive and productive whole. This is an argument for foundation leaders to be explicit in setting foundation boundaries and operating principles. Even if adopting a light management touch, it is important to establish where the limits lie because reining in staff can be particularly difficult in an environment with highly visible and successful professionals; it requires dedicated management and leadership focus. One foundation executive described the task as: “Identifying the fit between what staff want to do and what the foundation wants to do. Given there’s not much of a career path, this can create problems.”

The indirect nature of foundation program work exacerbates these tensions. Program professionals who have led organizations before joining a foundation and who have had a direct hand in creating change can become frustrated with working at a remove from the action in their fields and, as a result, they can become restless. Helping those individuals plan their tenure within philanthropy—and being explicit with them about their eventual plans to return to a different kind of work—may enable them to remain productive and to develop themselves in new ways during their foundation tenure.

**Staff Orientation**

Key findings about new employee orientation include:

- Orientation programs are universally disappointing to foundation leaders. Yet, a solid introduction to a foundation’s aims and practices is critical, especially as philanthropies adopt a
corporate “branding” approach, in which foundation officers are representatives/ambassadors of the foundation’s message and strategic focus.

Perhaps the weakest foundation interface with program professionals is the first one. When asked: “How are staff oriented to the prevailing culture and values of your foundation and grantmaking philosophy,” the typical response among foundation executives is, “Not well enough.” To quote one HR leader, “Terribly, it’s awful!” From another HR leader: “It’s trial by fire.”

One foundation has developed an orientation model that generally satisfies the organization’s executive and HR leader. Housed within a learning office, this model includes a formal three-day orientation held semiannually for all new staff which addresses values, vision, mission, and strategic plan; programmatic orientation; and infrastructure introduction. A more detailed program learning component is planned for the future, which will address more of the specific procedural as well as philosophical elements of grantmaking within the foundation. Not all foundations studied were this formal in their approach to staff orientation.

Overall, foundations vary tremendously in their orientation practices. Some provide little or no orientation to incoming staff, while others have highly structured programs. Even among the foundations with formal programs, orientation is a “work in progress”; all of the foundation representatives participating in this study expressed the intention to at least tinker with their current orientation practices.

A particular concern is the degree to which orientation should be centralized. When orientation is conducted within program units, as opposed to managed centrally, the messages conveyed across the foundation to new staff members regarding prevailing culture and values may vary considerably on everything from foundation philosophy to more basic elements of practice such as approval processes and procedures. Similarly, foundations with regional/satellite offices face the challenge of orienting and training geographically dispersed staff, and weaving those efforts together through consistent messages. One foundation executive posed this question: “How can we balance our regional focus with our interest in preserving the sense that we are still one organization?” To overcome this problem, one foundation with an extensive network of regional offices has four two-week “no fly periods” each year, during which all staff must be physically present and available at headquarters for central meetings. This also presents the opportunity for centralized training and development interventions.

Several foundations interviewed use a mentor or buddy system to ease a new staff member’s transition into the foundation. Others provide formal written statements of core values to all incoming staff. Histories or videotapes of the founding families are other means of introducing new staff to the organization’s values. Whatever the orientation approach, the credibility of a foundation’s introductory process rests upon the tangible
newcomer experience of seeing staff “walk the talk.” As one foundation executive noted, culture and values are absorbed by: “Watching how people treat one another. Observing what people look like, i.e., do they see diversity, or is it just talked about? What physical surroundings have they chosen to work in—is the space foreboding and pretentious, or open and inviting?”

Within the corporate sector, firms increasingly recognize the power and value of grooming employees as ambassadors to enhance their brand identity. In fact, some companies believe that employees may contribute more to raising brand identity than do advertising campaigns. At a time when foundations are looking to increase their leverage in policy arenas through more proactive communication and policy strategies, a serious look at the potential for employee “branding” programs is warranted. And leverage will be all the more important as foundations face declining grantmaking budgets in the current weakening economy. For example, an aggressive foundation branding program at the Pew Charitable Trusts uses the tag line “Investing in Ideas, Returning Results” in most of its communications, internal and external. The concept is that the emphasis on results will “wash through” all of the foundation’s work, affecting the way they make program investments as well as grantees’ expectations about performance. This tag line message—both its content and its pervasiveness—is considered one way of helping staff become good and consistent ambassadors of the foundation’s message of prestige, quality, and focus—its image or brand identity. In theory, if the foundation does high-quality work, the staff communicate effectively and in unison, and the organization is highly regarded, it will have more leverage in policy arenas.

Performance Management and Differentiation

*How can we give a sense of individual recognition in a field that in its essence works through others?*

(Foundation executive)

Key findings about performance management and differentiation are:

- Performance management systems—formalized means by which employee performance is assessed and managed—are standard practice among large, professionally staffed private foundations.

- Most foundations currently do not emphasize performance differentiation because retention is not a major problem. Nonetheless, many foundation executives and HR leaders want to make more meaningful distinctions among their top performers in the future.
• Identifying clearer means by which to encourage staff transition (out of foundations) is a greater challenge than that of retention.

In the corporate sector, studies have demonstrated that the use of performance appraisals and performance management processes correlate with improved quantifiable performance. These practices are: the use of performance appraisals, the use of a performance management process to assess and improve performance, setting employee goals and objectives, providing performance feedback, and helping employees understand the relationship between their individual actions and organizational outcomes.

All but one of the foundations in this study use a formal performance appraisal. The performance appraisal instruments are similar: Most have four ratings for performance, some link to an individualized workplan for program professionals with goals and objectives, and most provide an opportunity for each staff member to submit his/her self-appraisal and/or a response to the supervisor’s review. One foundation utilizes a modified 360° instrument (a means by which performance input is provided from peers, subordinates, and superiors), another is introducing one, and several foundations will conduct 360° reviews as a management development tool as needed. Foundations are about evenly split between those that use one standard form for all positions, and those with separate assessment instruments for different job families (such as administrative versus program staff). Most foundations conduct all performance reviews during a single period each year, rather than on employees’ anniversaries.

Foundations use a wide range of interventions for program staff who are not performing well. These include: training offered in-house or externally, coaching, special mentoring arrangements, and the development of formal performance improvement plans. A survey of executives in industrial companies found that the most effective development approaches occur on the job, while the least effective are more didactic trainings. This suggests that a greater emphasis should be placed on direct feedback and coaching from supervisors in a “live” context.

Most foundation executives and HR leaders in this study feel they are not making very meaningful distinctions among their top performers, and that this would be important to achieve both from a management and performance standpoint. A common impediment is that performance appraisals typically are skewed well into the top measurement quadrant, with large numbers of staff “exceeding expectations.” As one HR leader lamented: “The combination of a high-powered staff and a nice, nonconfrontational culture means that a large number of staff are rated quite highly.” This tendency, coupled with relatively small merit increase pools, has had a dampening effect on meaningful performance differentiation in the foundation world.

One HR leader noted that performance differentiation is expressly not a goal because promoting a democratic spirit among staff is seen as a cultural

“The combination of a high-powered staff and a non-confrontational culture means that a large number of staff are rated quite highly.”
priority. This contrasts with the growing interest in performance differentiation in the for-profit sector, where a recent survey found corporate executives reporting that top performers should ideally be paid over 40 percent higher than average performers (although this is not necessarily realized in practice).  

Among the foundations interested in seeing more differentiation, promotion is the primary means by which top performers are rewarded. However, the relatively flat organizational structures of many philanthropies limit promotional opportunities. One foundation president notes that probably the best way in which top performers are recognized is through “the way we talk about them, the frequency with which they’re cited, and the ease with which they gain board approvals.”

Four foundations among the study group use bonuses for their program professionals. One is moving away from the “equity push” of its recent past, and is striving for more performance differentiation through financial bonuses, as well as deferred compensation, tax planning, and other special perquisites. Another foundation experimented with bonuses but has discontinued the practice because of difficulties involved in making meaningful performance distinctions (except for the rare equity adjustment for someone who has topped out of his/her grade). Many foundations use “spot awards”—smaller awards for exceptional performance—for which all staff are eligible. The foundation president typically makes the awards, albeit with guidance and recommendations from staff, including the human resources office. Flexible benefits in terms of work environment, office equipment, and other perquisites also are common.

**Leadership and Professional Development**

Key findings about leadership and professional development include:

- Many program professionals lack leadership and management skills, yet foundation training programs in these areas are underdeveloped.

- Few deliberate programs exist to reinvigorate program professionals’ networks.

Foundations are output-based organizations. The high premium placed on superior substantive skills that officers are typically expected to bring to foundations may point to a think-tank environment, but in reality these are institutions that must turn out a product. Officers are expected to make and move grants out the door in a thoughtful and effective manner. To do so requires internal leadership, as well as management skills.

Many foundation executives and HR leaders participating in this study report that while senior program professionals are accomplished in their...
fields of expertise, their management and leadership skills are often deficient. The critical gap appears to be the ability and proclivity of these staff to engage in direct communication with other foundation staff and constituencies, most notably grantees. For example, one essential facet of a foundation officer’s work is to turn down proposals from prospective grantees, which requires the ability to communicate directly, clearly, and in a timely fashion. But, program professionals do not always have these competencies. Most foundations are refining their training to address this capability gap in communication skills, but these efforts are generally in a nascent stage.

At present, management training is most well-developed for the performance management process. Human resources units typically have well-developed training programs that define the responsibilities of both supervisors and subordinates in managing these performance appraisal processes. In other words, foundation program professionals are being trained by their organizations to participate effectively in some of the internal processes and procedures, but not as often to exercise the core competencies required to be successful agents with external constituencies.

Foundations are, however, becoming more actively engaged in refining and developing staff training programs focused on grantmaking approaches and associated skills, such as facilitation. The Ford Foundation has recently launched a major web-based training program for foundation staff that it has opened up to other interested grantmakers. The site utilizes a range of tools to convey the elements of effective “grantcrafting,” including case studies and videos. Other foundations have customized in-house training programs for their staff, including The Pew Charitable Trusts’ extensive course offerings through Pew University (“Pew U”).

All organizations face the challenge of keeping employees fresh and motivated, but this is particularly important for large staffed foundations, which generally strive for innovation and have a low rate of professional turnover. One foundation executive explains the objective as: “Keeping people fresh and enthusiastic rather than jaded—in particular, preserving the freshness of programs and taking care in how grantees are treated.” Of those surveyed, the Ford Foundation has taken the most structured step in this regard by imposing “term limits,” which require that their program professionals are hired for three-year terms that can be renewed only once. After that, staff must transition from the foundation (although there is also the option of promotion to another position). This policy means that the professional staff is always in some degree of transition, with new employees and new networks invigorating the system continuously.

Although some may have an interest, none of the other foundations in this study has adopted a fixed tenure policy for program professionals. One criticism of term limits voiced by a foundation executive is that staff focus too much on their next job and not enough on their current work.

Beyond Ford’s planned turnover approach, few foundations have concrete mechanisms in place to reinvigorate external networks. The John S.
and James L. Knight Foundation has experimented with network mapping for its community liaison officers working in different geographic areas, because the value of their networks is so clearly linked to the foundation’s community grantmaking strategies. For the same reason, when Knight Foundation staff attend conferences, they are expected to make and report on new contacts. Another foundation uses external evaluations of clusters of grants as a mechanism to elicit candid feedback from outsiders regarding the program’s networks and openness to new ideas and strategies. As one foundation executive summarizes: “For a while, the primary challenge was bringing people in and training them. Now it’s keeping people fresh and keeping them humble.”
Transitions

Key findings about transitions are:

- Foundations can do more to stimulate staff transitions but are often reluctant to move people out.

- Outplacement services and exit interviews are standard practice among the foundations surveyed.

- Foundations typically do not have good systems to capture and preserve the knowledge of program officers who leave, yet this information is critical for organizational learning.

Foundations do not struggle with attracting and retaining talent, but they do face the task of moving people out in order to energize networks and thinking among their program staff. Some foundation executives believe that longer tenure makes for better and deeper grantmaking. And certainly those organizations that have been fortunate enough to establish themselves as grantees of a foundation would prefer limited staff turnover among their officers. But in the instances where a program officer’s performance and spark is waning, the lack of rigorous performance differentiation, coupled with the typically nonconfrontational atmosphere in many foundations, tends to delay difficult transition discussions and decisions. These delays represent an opportunity cost to foundations in the form of new programs/ideas not seized and financial resources that could be invested in programs rather than in staff of diminishing productivity or value to the foundation.

All foundations in this study use outplacement services when needed in the event of forced transitions, but the services provided tend to vary with each case. Interestingly, none of the foundations has policies regarding potential conflicts of interest for staff members leaving the foundation—either in terms of transitions to a current or potential grantee organization or staff leaving the foundation with a grant. This does not necessarily mean that these are accepted practices, only that formal policies governing such potential conflicts are not in place.

Human Resource leaders generally report having an exit interview process in place—some that document exit interview findings, and some that intentionally do not document them. Information gleaned from these sessions is shared in varying degrees of formality with senior management,
but most often discreetly, and only as patterns of problems emerge. The HR leaders report that this is a valuable means to stay abreast of organizational issues and identify areas for improvement.

Few foundations have formal systems to capture specific program learning as professional staff transition out (i.e., beyond the organizational questions asked in the exit interview). The Ford Foundation, with its term limits, does have a fairly structured process for documenting program officer experience. A few other foundations either have or are developing technology-based knowledge management systems that they hope will make program officer experiences and learning readily accessible to successors through databases. At a minimum, these databases capture important information about key contacts, interfaces with the foundation, and current grant status. Foundations that are moving increasingly toward a team-based approach to programming find that the team orientation and structure helps to capture and retain organizational learning.
The Human Resources Function in Foundations

Key findings about the HR function in foundations include:

- The role of the human resources professional tends to be undervalued by foundation executives, and the HR unit is seldom viewed as a strategic partner to executive leadership.

- Valuable lessons exist in the for-profit sector, particularly regarding the strategic role of human resources as a business partner and the potential to outsource much of the administrative work of the unit.

- The CEO’s role in shaping values and practices around people management issues is of critical importance.

Foundation Data

The average ratio of human resources staff to total foundation staff size among the reporting foundations was 1:25, or 4 percent. The highest reported percentage was 7.2 percent and the lowest was 2.7 percent, with a median of 3.9 percent. Human resources departmental budgets as a percentage of total foundation expenditure are not tracked consistently, and the data are not particularly meaningful as a result. For example, some foundations include all employee payroll and benefits costs in their HR department budgets. To the extent that figures can be derived from HR unit expenditures in isolation, the range is from 1 to 3 percent of total operating budgets, although in one study case it is 8.2 percent of the total budget.

When HR leaders were asked to provide a current as well as an ideal distribution of time allocated to HR department functions, they reported the following (arrayed in descending order):
Human resource leaders in foundations wish to invest more time in strategic planning, staff development and training, and leadership development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current HR functional distribution</th>
<th>Ideal HR functional distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Recruitment 20%</td>
<td>1. Strategic planning 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Benefits administration &amp; counseling 16%</td>
<td>2. Staff development &amp; training 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Counseling &amp; conflict resolution 14%</td>
<td>3. Recruitment 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Personnel administration 13%</td>
<td>4. Leadership development 13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Staff development &amp; training 10%</td>
<td>5. Benefits administration &amp; counseling 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Strategic planning 9%</td>
<td>6. Counseling &amp; conflict resolution 9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Managing staff transitions 7%</td>
<td>7. Personnel administration 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Leadership development 6%</td>
<td>8. Managing staff transitions 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Other 5%</td>
<td>9. Other 3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HR leaders wish to invest more time in strategic planning, staff development and training, and leadership development, as indicated in the Ideal side of the HR functional distribution chart. Strategic planning and leadership development, in particular, represent the strategic architecture and building facets of the organization. The maintenance and administrative functions had lower priority in the ideal scenarios. Consistent with trends in the for-profit sector, many of the latter functions might be outsourced over time.

Although the strategic function is clearly a goal among HR leaders, one laments: “HR has been more of an afterthought than a true strategic partner.” For others, it is more “out of sight, out of mind.” If a program officer has had to navigate a personnel problem with the help of HR staff, he/she likely has an appreciation for the function—otherwise not. Interestingly, and while not getting much recognition for it from foundation leaders, HR staff often describe their role in staff recruitment and ongoing development in ways that point to their critical importance in building institutional culture. It is typically the HR interview that simulates the real work of the prospective officer, as well as orients candidates to the values and culture of the organization in a consistent fashion.

One area where HR units could be more helpful, but where their role at present is inconsistent, is in the organization’s strategic planning for staff growth. HR professionals have valuable insights that could assist foundation leaders in thinking about alternative models for staffing. For example, staff planning could be linked more systematically with program strategic planning, and include not only growth plans, but also more deliberate staff transition plans as lines of work cease. In particular, HR leaders can
be helpful in articulating what the core work is and the characteristics of staff needed to execute the work effectively. These plans could also build in time horizons for new lines of work and might explicitly incorporate and factor in the use of consultants or contract employees as a means to enhance flexibility in certain new, and potentially high-risk areas of work. There was very little creative discussion in the study interviews of contract employees as a means to augment the work and to prevent staff “creep,” but it does seem an important area on which to consult with HR units. For foundations that are open to explorations of new lines of strategy on a periodic basis, the use of more flexible staffing arrangements may be warranted. Once permanent officers are in place, they—and their programs—are difficult to change or eliminate.

Program staff see the HR units as providing clear value as technical resources and support to the foundation. And in some foundations, the HR function is indeed viewed as more of a strategic partner than in others. Not surprisingly, all of the HR leaders described their CEO’s role in shaping values and practices around people management issues as being of critical importance.

In the for-profit sector, HR practitioners are becoming partners to corporate leadership, moving to a more strategic orientation and away from the transactional role they traditionally held. In their role as business partners, HR units have an increased orientation to internal and external customers, whether through strategy, organization design, performance measurement, or even designing incentives. Perhaps associated with this movement toward business partnership, approximately one-fourth of large U.S. businesses have HR executives who had no prior experience in HR before assuming their leadership posts. Many of these individuals come from backgrounds in accounting, finance, or law.¹³

HR units in the for-profit sector are grappling with implications posed by rapid changes in technology, including greater opportunities for companies to outsource many of the more transactional HR processes, such as payroll and benefits. It is likely that most, if not all, HR processing will be outsourced or automated in the future for greater cost-savings and efficiencies. As a result, HR’s role as a business partner may focus more on strategic capabilities such as talent management, leadership and organizational development, change management, and branding initiatives.
Summary

With the opportunity to engage in stimulating and important work for competitive pay and benefits, relative insulation from most economic storms,\textsuperscript{14} and desirable and often flexible workplaces, foundations are not struggling to attract or retain professional staff. If anything, foundation leaders are more likely to concern themselves with the need to stimulate turnover in order to generate fresh networks and ideas. Without a forced external economic framework, making difficult decisions about less productive staff is all too often delayed in foundations.

Because foundations are well able to attract and retain talent but less capable of letting go of unproductive staff, it is critical that foundation executives and HR leaders ensure careful assessment of potential candidates up front. In order to do this, they must fully articulate the key attributes that will contribute to excellent performance in their foundations—which requires a keen understanding of the work required of a program professional as well as the competencies required to perform that work most effectively. Top foundation leaders do not always fully appreciate the real work of program professionals, which can lead to poor decisions about who is hired.

Perhaps most critical to improving foundation performance is elevating the importance and value of sound management practices and leadership skills among program professionals. Although it is difficult to measure foundation performance quantitatively, it is clear that to deliver a high volume of quality programs on a timely basis and in a professional manner requires effective management. This study suggests that a gap exists between the skills that some program professionals bring to their foundation positions and the skills needed to effect long-term change in fields—indirectly, as foundations necessarily must do. Effecting long-term change in fields involves nurturing a series of complex relationships over time through strong interpersonal skills and mutual accountability. Within foundations, performance expectations in the area of relationship skills—going beyond the substantive knowledge most frequently sought in program professionals—need to be articulated, monitored, and managed, and this area of individual performance enhancement needs to be supplemented by internal leadership to bring foundation programs together into a cohesive whole.

This is particularly challenging because, with the exception of board pressure, the discipline needed for effectiveness must emanate from within
The complexity and delicacy of foundation work and surrounding relationships require the focused attention of sound managers. The inherent power imbalance between foundation staff and outside nonprofits makes receiving performance feedback from—and, in turn, being held accountable by—external sources a perennial problem with elusive solutions. Under these conditions, strong management rigor supported by accompanying structures and systems are perhaps more important in foundations than in many other institutions, given the public trust placed in foundations and the significant weight these institutions wield within the nonprofit community (and beyond).

The complexity and delicacy of foundation work and surrounding relationships require the focused attention of sound managers—people who are both insightful in their respective fields, but who also know how to move the work of others. Foundations are not academic enterprises, but output organizations, and as such must develop internal management and leadership capabilities to a degree that is not fully realized at present. It may take time for a foundation executive who is new to the field to appreciate the genuinely demanding elements of people management that are required, yet too rarely do foundation executives build and invest in their HR leaders for their strategic input. Instead, solicitation of HR involvement is more often reactive (problem-based) than proactive (strategic planning), which represents a missed opportunity. The relatively frequent turnover among foundation leaders increases the value of effective partnerships between CEOs and for HR professionals to integrate program planning strategically with a foundation’s engines for implementation—its program professionals.
Endnotes

1. Not all foundations use the title “program officer,” but for the purposes of this study the term is used to capture the responsibilities of a senior program professional. The terms “program professional” and “program officer” are used interchangeably throughout this paper.

2. In 2002, only one in six foundations reported paid staff in a survey conducted by the Foundation Center. From *Foundation Staffing*, as part of the *Foundations Today Series*, 2002 edition.

3. As part of this study, human resource leaders were asked to provide examples of their performance management instruments as well as relevant program position descriptions. Performance criteria are parameters of performance around which employees are specifically measured.

4. One leader of a global foundation noted the challenge of recruiting professionals for international work. It is difficult to attract candidates from dual-career families, particularly if school-age children are involved.

5. John S. and James L. Knight Foundation.


7. The one foundation exception was in the process of developing its first performance management system.

8. One foundation used 5 ratings, two used 3, and two used no ratings/scaling.


11. It should be noted that foundations with investment staff do report separate bonus-driven compensation plans for these individuals. The discussion of bonuses in this paper refers only to program staff.

12. This is the Ford Foundation’s *GrantCraft* project, which can be found at http://www.grantcraft.org.


14. The 2001–2002 decline in the value of stocks that form the asset base of many foundations, which led to grantmaking cutbacks and staff layoffs, follows more than a decade of growth in the philanthropic sector—growth in the number of foundations, total assets, and funds disbursed. The relationship between the sector’s financial position and the larger economy seems to be in a period of adjustment to new sources of wealth, and changes in wealth.
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